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Should the complexity of problems be admitted? This is an interesting

and quite general dilemma, and one which is at the core of this symposium.

The human body is an extraordinarily complex machine, and we are ill-pre-

pared either conceptually or experimentally to attack many of the problems

associated with its malfunction. Indeed, there may be important diseases

which will always lie beyond our understanding and which we will never be

able to treat. Can we afford to admit that such complexity may exist? Op-

erationally we cannot, because advancement depends on faith that advancement

is possible. More importantly, no one is really very interested in outlines

of what we don't know and can't do. I rather suspect that the admission

that there exist areas of dark ignorance is not natural to the human mind.

Only in relatively modern times has the average citizen been exposed to the

idea that events or things are unexplained. For nearly all of human history

there was an explanation — an answer for every question — and it was use-

lesa to wonder why the winds blew, the sun rose, or men died. Those in au-

thority knew why these events happened and were ready to tell why. The dark

ages were ages of great certainty.

I suggest there is a limit to the uncertainty one mind can allow itself

to recognize, and that this is true even of the modern research scientist.

For example, I see quite clearly unexplained areas in my own disciplines.

However, I rarely take seriously mathematicians, physicists, or chemists who

claim the same for their fields. I may admit they have a few minor prob-

lems, but none resembling those I have. Thus I paper over my who/̂ e sky with

relative certainty and allow oily one small window to the outer darkness

through which I gaze.

I stress the psychological requirement of certainty and our natural

flight from insight into ignorance and uncertainty because it is basic to

understanding our present problems. Perhaps we do not really want to know

the level of complexity with which the biomedical sciences must ultimately

deal. How complex is it?

We do not know how many genes there are in the human genome, and hecce

how many different kinds of proteins there are. Nearly a thousand enzynus

have been described, however. While much is known of intermediary metabo-

lism and protein and nucleic acid structure, ver/ little is known of the

mechanisms which give rise to anatomical structures, which locate nerve



passages through bone with precision, or which form the two halves of a hu-

man face to be perfect mirror images, with errors often in the fraction of a

millimeter range.

There are two general views of how this all may occur. According to

one, there are a relatively small number of structural genes — possibly in

the tens or hundred? of thousands — with an equal or larger number of genes

concerned with the control of structural gene expression. In this view the

major complexity is in programming the positioning of a limited number of

building blocks. The opposite view holds that the complexity lies in the

structural units themselves, and that mil Hong of unique proteins may exist.

The obvious question is how such a large number of genes can be controlled

without invoking the intervention of a very large number of controlling ele-

ments indeed. Yet programmed they are, and the development of the human

organism involves the sequential turning on and off of genes according to a

large and complex program the outlines of which we only dimly perceive. It

involves the precise orchestration of masses of linear information to yeild

complex, three-dimensional growing forms. Hearts that start as a single

tube, convolute into a two-chambered beating structure, and gradually — all

while still beating effectively — restructure into a four-chambered heart.

How does DNA control the radius of curvature of the eye's lens? What errors
make some farsighted, others nearsighted? In short, how do genes form us?

How are they precisely turned on or off, or partway in between?

So the first complexity I would stress is the program — the score for

the symphony of development. We aren't sure where it is. We have only sim-

ple notions as to how it works.

In this context we ask, Why do we want to think about iff We must re-

turn to my opening qc°.stion, Should the complexity of this problem be admit-

ted? As biologists we have clung tenaciously to the notion that very com-

plex results can stream from the interaction of a few simple variables.

Thus embryologists long argued whether the structures or capacities induced

by evocators reflected specificities in the evocator or innate capacities of

the tissues effected. A large literature has grown up around the idea that

complex structures such as the human brain could be formed in response to

simple chemical fields. At bottom is an unwillingness to consider that mech-

anisms may be or are as complex as their results. The view is held that

there is insufficient genetic material to specify the complete wiring diagram



of the central nervous system, yet genetic studies suggest the heritable

nature of small variations in function involving only a few cells.

I drive at this point: human development is inordinately complicated

and involves vast amounts of precise programming. Much can go wrong with

it — the possibilities for error are legion, and may give rise to a vari-

ety of diseases. Fortunately, the entire program is played or "checked out"

once in each generation, and major errors result in nonsurvival, ors to use

an older term, death. Thus, through the reproductive years a constant re-

petitive selection occurs. One might therefore expect that errors in the

differentiation program occurring after the age of reproduction in somatic

cells would not be thus controlled. What could be the effects of such er-

ros? What is the differentiation program doing in adults? For one thing,

something akin to a latch mechanism seems to exist in most tissues, holding

them in a differentiated state. In addition, a subprogram appears to exist

which is activated in response to injury and which allows partial dediffer-

entiation to occur. The errors which might occur are those affecting fhe

latch mechanism, allowing reexpression of genes normally active only at

earlier stages — so-called "phase-specific antigens." During injury when

the latch mechanism is inoperative, there is also the possibility that

mechanisms which are concerned with the return to a fully differentiated

state may be damaged. The net result may be the activation of genes con-

cerned with rapid growth and invasiveness in the embryo yielding uncon-

trolled proliferation. A rapidly increasing body of evidence supports the

conclusion that in cancer cells genes normal to early development, but qui-

escent in the adult, are reactivated. These genes ave concerned with em-

bryonic phase-specific autoantigens, with fetal and embryonic isozymes and

tRNAs, with genes for factors mediating host responses and mechanisms for

J escaping immune destructiooh. It is doubtful in my view that we will make

major headway against cancer until we bsgin to understand differentiation

and how it can go awry. This view has few PR possibilities, nor is the

work required amenable to PERT, convergence, or other administrative tech-

niques which give accountancy precedence over originality and independence

of thought. The best way to build programs is ultrasimplistic ideas. Dif-

ferentiation is too complex to sell, even if understanding it is what cancer

is all about. I would point out to you that there is no program in our

National Cancer Institute aimed directly at this central problem.



Gene products are also complex. One of the triumns of the last two

decades is the demonstration that proteins have precisely defined struc-

tures, and several lifetimes of research have already gone into the study

of hemoglobin structure. The amount of information which is in theory ob-

tainable about all human proteins is staggering and points up this dilemma.

We cannot conceive of amassing that much data — there is at the outset,

however, no way of knowing which datum may be of utmost importance. Thus

as we approach the analysis of cancer cells with present crude techniques,

there is no way of knowing at the outset what subtle difference in one pro-

tein among thousands may be crucial. We find it more convenient not to ad-

mit the complexity.

I must also point out that several million species of plants and ani-

mals exist on this planet. The amount of knowledge that could be gained

concerning the molecular structure of each is therefore very large indeed.

Not all that can be known is worth finding out. It follows that choices

must be made. We will return later to the question of which choices and

who should make them. For the present the important conclusion is that a

large number of gene products — proteins, nucleic acids, and secondary gene

products such as polysaccharides — exist, and they are made in precisely

defined ways. This again means that astronomical numbers of errors in the

way proteins are structured are possible. Errors is not quite the right

word; differences is a better one. These differences account in part for

the uniqueness of each person. Some differences are selectively neutral;

others carry different degrees of advantage or disadvantage. The systematic

exploration of the structure and function of human proteins is an important

task, and we have no organization dedicated to doing it.

An important consideration is how fast new and possibly deleterious

mutations are being introduced into the human gene pool as a result of ion-

izing /radiation and chemicals in our foods and in the environment. This

can be found out by detailed studies on a relatively few proteins in a large

population. Drs. J. V. Neel, T. 0. Tiffany, and I have discussed elsewhere

how this can be done cheaply and effectively, and I believe such studies

should now be implemented. The single greatest environmental concern must

be with human genes. These are not transient, and many are not reparable.

It might be thought that the mutation rate in nan would be a prime target
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<- of a well-integrated research effort. It might be thought that great con-

cern would be in evidence over whether the rate is going up, is constant, or

is going down. Unfortunately this is not true, and multicomponent measure-

\ly£, ment of the mutation rate in man is now being done on a sufficiently large

scale to obtain reliable answers, even though the requisit techniques now

• exist.

Again the problem is not a simple one. When the initial public furore

over radiation effects and cancer occurred, little was known about repair

mechanisms. Living cells have dealt with radiation and chemical mutagens

for eons, developing very clever repair mechanisms. Therefore extrapola-

tions from high dose effects to low dose effects may not be reliable. But:

there is an even more intriguing problem centering around this dilemma. Com-

parative araino acid sequence studies suggest that a large fraction of the

* amino acids in any given protein may be substituted with no detectable ef-

fect on function. These substitutions have been termed "neutral mutations,"

implying that they have no positive or negative selective value. One would

therefore expect to see a very large number of alleles for each different

human protein. Experimentally this is simply not the case. The number of

mutants seen is only a very small fraction of that anticipated on the basis

of expected mutation rates. It appears that the constancy observed is not

due — indeed cannot be due — to Darwinian selection as it is generally

described. Kimura has recently suggested a process termed "random fixation"

to account for the relative lack of alleles, Briefly, the idea is that

over a long time span mutations are bred out faster than they are produced.

The logic of this process quite escapes me, because I have difficulty visu-

alizing purely random processes producing order in the absence of selection.

Periodic decreases in population size produce this effect; however, it is

difficult to recall when the world population of yeast cells may have been

cut back to a small number. Recently a new solution to this problem has

been proposed by Anderson and Anderson, termed the theory of "paratactic

restriction." This is too involved a concept to be discussed here; however,

it proposes a third homeostatic mechanism which would be continually oper-

ational. Of interest to us here is that should this third mechanism be

effective, then the allowed variability may be very small, and the number

of allowed viable mutations may be similarly restricted. In fact, if the

paratactic restriction mechanism is as effective as its authors propose,

much of the genetic engineering that has been proposed will not be possible.



How do we attack the problems we have been discussing experimentally?

In each instance either by using analytical methods which allow all resi-

dues of large molecules to be accurately determined and positioned, or by

employing survey methods which alloi^simple properties such as electrophorejt"-

s tic mobility of a large-number of substances to be determined. The latter

' is especially true when one is searching for electrophoretic mutants.

If we drop down one more step from macromolecules to compounds of in-

termediate molecular weight, we find a new set of problems. First, it is

Interesting that such discrete molecular weight groups exist (slide 1).

u- There are rather few compounds having molecular weights intermediate bo- </

tween proteins and metabolites. When substances in the range of roughly

1-6,000 are found, they atre often transporters of very specific bits of in-

formation and are hormones. The number of such specific substances known

is rapidly increasing, together with the development of very specific meth-

ods for their measurement. However, modern endocrinology cannot be depen-

dent on one or a few hormone measurements made at irregular intervals.

What is required (and is obviously missing) is a simple method for deter-

mining the level of a variety of hormones rapidly and over relatively short

intervals.

Hay I digress at this point to make a simple observation. Menopause

is associated with profound physiological and often psychological changes

in women. The discomfort associated with this is often great. Were similar

changes the fate of men, this would be the most studied phenomenon on earth.

There are many who do not believe the physiological changes are inevitable

or necessary. The point is to find out, and any tampering with endocrine

systems had best be monitored by looking at the effects produced on all

measurable endocrinologically active substances. This is an excellent ex-

ample of the need for multicomponent analysis.

Returning now to metabolic intermediates, it is a triumph of blochem-

istry to have worked out the pathways by which these are synthesized and

broken down.

For this discussion two points stand out: First, a large number of

substances of intermediate molecular weight are formed in the human body;

second, these may serve as status indicators of a large number of different

enzyme systems. It must not be thought that abnormalities will be simple

to identify, however. In an enzyme chain there may be only small differences



in the level of some metabolites during rapid metabolism as compared with a

blocked system. Turnover rates may therefore be as important as absolute

levels. When dealing with metabolic systems, therfore, multicomponent anal-

yses and turnover rate measurements may be essential, and single measure-

ments quite misleading.

A central problem is that adequate mathematical models of human meta-

bolic pathways are not available which would allow enzyme defects to be

directly pinpointed, from multicomponent analyses. Also, not all peaks seen

on chromatographic scans have been identified. Thus data gathering can be

reduced to attempts to correlate peak height changes with illness. While

these may be useful initially, they provide only leads — not the full in-

formation ultimately required.

The synthesis required is fast multicomponent analysis, computerized

data reduction, and either analysis relative to a model system, or compari-

son with previous results and experience in seeking emperical correlations.

When this is done for medical purposes, the question is, What does the phy-

sician do with the results? Aren't we going to find out more than we want

to know or are capable of digesting? This is the problem faced by those

who would screen everyone for everything. lirst we uncover many untreatable

anomalies, second we spend money better used elsewhere, and third we con-

tribute more worry and concern to patients or to the so-called "worried

well" than we contribute happiness and wellbeing. What answer can we give

to these criticisms?

7 would dissect these problems as follows: First, it is important to

understand what 1 have called elsewhere the natural history of research,

especially as it relates to instrumentation. At the outset it cannot pos-

sibly be cost-effective. The work is done at high cost with expensive, equip-

ment and benefits only a few. The first airplane carried only one man a

very shore distance. A new medical advance may similarly have restricted

Initial application. The cost may rise as better equipment is devised and

is more widespread. Then, with continued research, ways are found for

gaining the same benefit at greatly reduced cost. This takes much patient

research, and cannot be planned and managed by the technologically naive.

Several decades ago a great deal of hospital space wa» devoted to

infectious diseases, and much research effort was devoted to studies on



microorganism identification, routes of infection, toxin production, immune

responses, and antitoxin and toxoid preparation. This had been true since

Pasteur, Koch, and Ehrlich.

Antibiotics changed all this over a rather short space of time, with

minimal government support or intervention. There vas no way of predicting

when this would happen, or that it would at all. The key things in main-

taining the research effort which undergirded and made possible antibiotics

were a viable self-directed research community, and the absence of science

administrators who insisted on short-term results they themselves were in-

competent to achieve.

The fact that there is net instant use of a new concept or idea or of

multicomponent analysis is no reason for not pursuing it. It is essential

to be able to find out as much about the human organism as possible — not

with the idea of doing exactly the same thing to each citizen, but rather

to find out what, of all the Information that can be obtained, is useful,

or will be useful to the practice of medicine a decade hence.

This does not exhaust our analytical interests, however. No man is an

island within himself — he exists instead in intimate contact with the ex-

ternal world and derives his very substance from it. No stable industrial

chemical is made on earth but in a few years each of us will absorb at least

one molecule of it. Who knows what all there is in the air we breath or the

water we drink? Therefore it is difficult to say that only one or a few

f&ctcrs should be monitored. Again we need to see what is there, using as

broad, spectrum analytical methods as possible.

So much for the necessity for multicomponent analysis. What are our

chances of doing it? This depends on government policy, and policy depends

on values — inherent or to be gained, on whether you and I are to be con-

sidered as people or as votes. There are few votes in health, axfi it has

thus been quite patiently explained to me that this accounts for the low

priority of health research. However, it must be pointed out that the

major architects of our present science policy have quite suddenly left the

government and are quite busily engaged in other matters. Why is science

policy Important? Why is health science policy important?

Present projections are that health care will be the largest industry

in the U.S. within a decade. Regardless of what any present planners may

conclude, this means that we will consume large quantities of goods and ser-

vices, Including many products of high technology. The net effect of our
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present policy is to purchase increasingly larger fractions of these from

abroad — to import physicians, drugs, and equipment. Mr. Schultze has

pointed out that we will gradually become a service economy, and it appears

that what we will be servicing will be made elsewhere.

As we knowingly attempt to lose our lead iu high technology, we become,

like any other underdeveloped nation, an exporter of raw materials such as

wheat, lumber, and coal, and again like underdeveloped nations short of

sources of energy such as gasoline and electricity. You are, of course,

mistaken if you think me critical in these matters. My only interest is

in being sure what the policy is.

We must admit the complexity of the problems we face.


